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ABSTRACT

Increasingly reparls are being recrivedfrom colleagues, supervisus.
and consultees from around lhe count,) that patients who were

sroerely abused as children and are pathologically dissociated as
od!dts may be incrtasingf)' !)fone to vidimiu their therapists inten~
{jonally. Actions taken lJy such patients have included lhe filing of
frivolow Of"malicious complaints urlawsuits, 1MsprrodingoJnmum
about the Ihnapist, harnssmellt oj olkr patinlLs of the therapist,
(md woW/ion oj flu therapist's privacy and ptrsonaJ spaa, among
mOllY o/Mrs. Such beJuwiors may be in response to palinlis' own
;ntm1aldiJ/rw, to unruogniud complexities within the thn-a/Je!j.
tic process, 10 re-enaclmmls, and/or to patients' rtsislance against
focusing Oil tMir own issues. The authors cOlltend that although
some therapists halJ#! bthawd inappropriately with their patimls,
there aTe idmlifiabk dYllalllics within the palients and withi1l IIle
therapeutic relationship that could alert the therapist to the poten·
tia1 ofdestructive actin~out towards the therapist. The purpose of
tltis !;oper is to acknowledge the phen01lle1l0l1 of therapist victim·
iUltion, to discuss some of the underlying d)"wlIlics, and to begin
10 address possible PTrotlltilJ#! measures.
INTRODucnON
'Ve have become aware from personal experience, from
incidents described by those we supervise and consult with,
and from cOll\'ersations with other therapists around the
counLry of a number of difficult and destructive situations
which have occurred in treatmentsofindividualswith pathological dissociation, In thesesilUalions, therapists have been
treated quite harshly b)' patients. The number and seriouS'ness ofthesc incidents have caused us to believe that we are
seeing a phenomenon which is occurring nalionwide.
The purpose of this presentation is to acknowledge the
phenomenon of therapist victimization, to encourage more
open discussion of the process and of its toll on therdpists,
to describe some possible indicators ofits deslrllctive poten·
tial, to discuss some oCthe underlying dynamics, and to begin
to address possible preventative measures.

Although Illany therapists ha\'e beha\'ed inappropriately
....tith dissociati\'e disorderpatiellls (am, 1988; Grea\'es, 1988;
KJuft, 1990), a number of such patients have int~ntionally
created personal and/or professional difficulties for their
therapists. Direct attacks, apart from verbal and physical
assaulti\'cncss to the therapist, ha\'e included unusual behav·
iors such as lea\'ing dead animals on the therapist'S pol'ch,
poisoning and/or releasing of therapist's dogs, attacks on
the thcrapist's possessions and/or person, and shooti ng guns
in the therapisl'soffice or home, More usual types of attacks
have taken the form affiling frivolous or malicious lawsuits
and reports to supervisors and/or Ethics Boards, harassing
telephone calls, violating the therapist's space by refusing
to leave (Fine, 1989), refusing to pay, and bringing guns or
knives to the therapist's office.
Indirect attacks, which maybe no less damaging, include
the presentation of selected or fabricated material 10 other
patien ts, friends, fam il)' members or other professionals with
the intent [Q hurt the therapist, seeking information about
the therapist from others, and harassment of other patients
(Fine, 1989).
Although leaders in the MPD field were initially opti·
misticabout treatment prognosis (Killft, 1985; Greaves, 1989)
for MPD patients, we have seen that treatment does not always
work. Recently, Putnam (1990) estimatcd that one·third of
MPD patients arc not lreatable. Some of the reasons these
patienLS arc not trcatable include lhe extent, length, and
intensity of the patient'S trauma; the propensity toward re·
cnactment in the patient'sadult life; the co-existence ofmed·
ical psychiatric conditions; the tendency toward secondary
gain; the incapacity to auend to stimuli '\tithout cognitive or
affective distortion; compromised intellectual capacity; and
the strength of the desire to o\'crcome the past and lead a
reasonable life withom unreasonable fears. Other important factors include nah'ete, grandiosity, or pathology on
the part oCthe therapist, and mismanagement ofthe patienttherapist relationship. Anyone of these factors can add (0
the possibility ofpatient acting--out feelings. Agenerdl review
of factors involved in treatment impasses is available (KJuft,
1992).
Why Patients Attadl
PatienLS attack their therapists for a variety of reasons,
but the primary motivation is to feel beuer. Attack serves a
purpose. As Epstcin (1977) wrote, ~Hateflll transactions can
provide a poorl)' integrated ego ....tith a means of restoring
its equilibrium. The feeling of hate can provide an ongoing
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sense of ego-identity" (po 451). This is a particular concern
for MPD patients.
For patients raised in abusive families, the perpetrator/victim polarity is a familiar one. MPD patients bring with
them into therapy enormous rage and aggressive patterns
ofbehavior as a resultofrepeated, long-standing abuse (Terr,
1991). Patients who have livedsado-masochistic relationships
may energetically attempt to replicate that style of relationship within the therApy seuing (Stoller, 1989).
The discharge of rage in a cilthartic explosion can pnjovide a welcome sense ofreliet: Patients who know the relief
of discharging tension through abuse may choose the relalive ease and instantgratification ofre-enactment to the long
rigors of the therapeutic work ofcontaining, remembering,
and resolving.
Therapists often seem shocked by the emergence of a
hateful relationship to....'3rds them and tend to take such
incidents quite personally. They have failed to fully comprehend the significance of the previously adoring relationship, which was equally based on transference. The lendency of some Jl,IPD patients, like that of the narcissist, is to
"permanently live in a magic circle ofseeking newand devaluing exllaustcd sources of gratification in a series of idealizations and dissatisfactions and internal restlessness."
(S\'I"akic, 1985, pp. 72()'724)
At times during treatment, many MPD/DD patients may
cause harm to their thernpists. What differentiates the dangerous patients is the predominance of the pattern of acting out rather than working Lhrough. Langs (l9B7) wrote:
... The combination of a parnsitic mode of relatedness and a high )C\'e1 ofcomm un icath'e resistances
is characteristic of patients who enter treaunent ...
to ... abuse the therapist and exploit the tr~atment
situation. These patients are often agitated, rnther
paranoid, and q ui te demandi ng ofpatllOlogical satisfactions. In the absence of meaningful material,
their intention to mainly do harm to the therapist
is in full evidence. (p. 190)
UNDERLYING DYNAAOCS

SPlitting
Internal tension is created by the existence of split self
and object representations (Horner, 1990), an experience
of every MPD patient: ~ ... intolerable sense of intrapsychic
non-integration and conflict", is alleviated br projective
identification[,] (e]xternalization and acting out [which]
promote the illusion of intrapsychic unity and harmony. ~
(p.38)
Externalizing and acting-out behaviors are most often
seen in those MPO patients with prominent borderline or
narcissistic features. We agree with authors who describe
borderline and narcissistic personality disorders on a con·
tinuum rnthcr than considering thcm to be distinct entities
(Adler, 1981; Chessick, 1979; Meissner, 1983) and, additionally,
we view dissociation primarily as a dcfense.
Some attacks or difficulties arise from thc tendency of
patients with traumatic pasts to live in a flashback worId

(Loewenstein, in press), a world in which they seel1lunable
to differentiatc bctween their past realiLy and thcir present
reality. While professional observcrs may recognizc the disabling limitations of such fluid perceptions, this state is nOl
necessarily considered problematic by the patient, who may
percei\'e everything and everyone else as the problem, without accepting any personal responsibility for present life circumstances. These patients pose serious difficulties for therapists, because the reality oftheir perceptions about the presen l
is distorted, and both their perceptions and their memories
of therapy sessions may undergo distortions (Chu, 1991)
which they then perceive as rcality, Chu wrote of his patient
in the midst of an abreaction who thought the abusers were
in the office. When she WAS confronted with the fact that
only he and she were present, she responded, "'Then why
are you hurting me?" (p. 328).
The combination of thc tendency to distort reality and
the tendency to repeal the maJevolent pauerns lh'ed as children combine naturally with rage to\\'ards the thcrnpistand
a very real conscious and/or unconscious desire La avoid
painful material. This combination ofproclivity, learncd behavior, and afTect Cl'cales a volatile and, therefore, potcntiall),
dangcrous situation.
AttadulIfmt Disturl1ance
AbnonnaJ all...chment behavior, one of the profound
effects of repeated emotional or physical abuse or abandonments (Bowlby, 1973; Barach, 1991), underlies and motivates some patient attacks. Distorted attachment can be
expressed by malicious angry outbursts by the patient,
expressions originally intended 10 dissuade parental figures
from leaving, but long since rigidified into angry relational
patterns.
Patients who have reported the abuse MPD/DO patients
claim to ha\'e experienced, particularly those who allege ritlIal abuse, must ha\'C~ seriously damaged attachment patterns
because attachment cannot develop normally in such environments. Therapists frequently naively over-estimate the
strength or the existence of the Iherapeutic alliancc based
on selected comments from parts of thc patient and/or on
the tllerdpists' own personal desires. To assume that a limited relationship formed late in life with a stranger whom
one must pay is sufficient to remediatc )'ears of abuse in
short order minimized the pmient's life experience.
Adler (1979) holds that real relationships between
patient and therapist are impossible for borderline or narcissistic patients, a populalion less traumatized than are
MPD/OD patients. He posits that both the borderline and
the narcissistic personaJitydisordered patients have such charaCler pathology thai they are able only to form relationships
with their own transferences rather than with the real person of the therapist during most of the therapy.
Attachment disturbances and the development of antisocial or'amornl proclivities have long been considered to
go hand-in-hand, a conneclion we forgot at our risk.
"Masterson (1972) as cited by Horney (1990) sees Lhe psychopathology of the sociopath as a manifestation of the
use of detachment to deal with repeatcd separations from
the mother. Thc inability of the sociopath to form rela-
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tionships is well known ... " (Horner, 1990, p. II).
A childhood of extreme abuse and deprivation sets the
stage for acting Ollt in extreme and destructive ways with littleevidenccofregard for other people. Patients may lie viciousIy, inlentionall}' or almost absent-mindedly. "Such patients
have little concern for what harm their lies may inflict on
others as a result of their impaired morality~ (Snyder, 1986,
p. 1289). We need torememberthatliesand impaired morality were their norm, and for many, remain their norm. It is
not an easy task for them to address deep destructive impulses, and many choose to avoid them, contenting themselves
with maintaining their equilibrium in a compromised manner.

The 'I71empist
Difficullies within the therapeutic relationship do not
always originate within the patient. As therapists, I'll' have
our own narcissism and may fall prey {o anyone or..the three
most common narcissistic snares ... the aspirations to heal
all, know all, and love all" (Maltsbcrgcr&Buic, 1973, p. 626).
We may violate common Iy accepted tJlerapeutic boundMics
in an effort to "heal all ~without remembering that "the impulse
{a make an exception--especiaIlY"'~th
patientswith borderline
person alit}' disorder-no matter how plawibly rationalized,
is suspect and should set off red flags of caution" (Gutheil,
1989).
The therapist must be aware lhaleven the smallestamount
of extra giving to some patients can create a sense of special
relationship and mOl}' inadvertently stimulate primitive
grandiosit}'which the patient cannot contain, leading to actingoUl rather than toworking through. The resulting heightened sense of entitlement, based on imernalreality or wish
rather than extemalrealit}" may fi nally explode into a regression of negative affects at the time of actual or imagined
withdrawal ofthis special state (Apter, Plutchik,&Sevy, 1989).
When we wloveall, ~we may inhibit our acceptance and/or
awareness ofour patients' rageful and vengeful feelings, thus
making their own acknowledgement of their "shadow sidc"
even more difficult. We may ignore threatening aspects of
our patients in order t,o maintain our own positive view of
humanit}'. When .....eattribute the patient's hateful or\~cious
feelings to ~introjected abusers~ or just parts of them that
need help; we speak as if we believe that these ~others" are
not part of the paticlll, but are a foreign substancc introduced by the abusers. This stance reinforces their need for
dissociative barriers against important parts of themselves.
QJlalities ofPatients WIlD Cause lIann 10 their Therapists
As we began considering this topic orpatient attack and
therapist \~ctim ization, we noted that patients who ha\'C become
problems for their therapists have some qualities in common. They have prominent borderline or narcissistic features; they often maintain a po\\'erful positive, negative, or
V'"<i.cillating attachment to their families of origin. They lllay
establish what Horner calls a "masochistic triangle" (Horner,
1990). Jn the "masochistic triangle," the idealized, good object
representation is projected onto the therapist and the real
parent is experienced as the all-bad, perseclltingobjecl, tllUS
externalizing the internal struggle and making tile patients'

choice of allegiance a recurrcnt question. The separation
between good and bad is maintained rather than contained,
a defense that will not uhimately help the patient to heal.
Horner points out that narcissistic issues may become
intensely sexualized (a pauem common for tllOse who ha\'e
experienced inappropriately se..xualized relationships). In
such situations. transferences become particularI)' intractable
(Horner, 1990) for these patients. Kernberg's sketch of the
narcissistic patient who attacks rather than contains rna)' sound
familiar to man}'. He wrote:
Narcissistic personalities with joyful types of cruelty; patients who obtain a sense of superiority and
triumph over life and death, as well as conscious
pleasure. by severe self.mutilation; and narcissistic
patients with acombination ofparanoid and explosive personalit}' traits, whose impulsive behavior,
rage attacks, and blaming are major channels for
instinctual gratification, all rna}' reflect the condensation ofaggressioll and a pathological grandiose
self, and may find the treatment situation a welcome and stable omlet ofaggression that militates
against structured intrapsychic change. (Kern berg,
1984, p. 195)
Otller qualities or patterns which might alert the therapist to the possibility of trouble include patients who enter
therapy with unusual requests and react with anger when
the requests are not fulfilled; patients who express a "need"
to be able to call the therapistwhenever theywantand become
enraged when that is not possible; patients who may bring
in volumes of material for the tJlcrapist to read outside of
session; patients who have a history of repeated hospitalizations and failed therapies; patients who have an inability or
unwillingness to function in the work-world; patients who
have chaotic or pathological relationships; and/or patients
who have a history ofrageful acts. Patients who do not state
their expectations but aetas ifthey have already been offered
the run of the therapist's life may present even marc serious difficulties.
Therapists should be aware that ritual abuse would violate human rights in even more extreme ways than would
more com'entional abuse. Thus, a reported history of ritual abuse can infonn the therapist that the patient may have
been forced to experience, and therefore, perhaps internalize, cven greater and more per.'cned emotional and behavioral oscillations. Such a patienl may be more prone lO aggressive behavior against the therapist.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Safeguarding the integrity of the treatment frame is the
best precaution against treatment complication. It will not
prcvent all trcatment complications, but the provision of a
consistent treatment frame will help the therapist differcntiate early in treatment those patients who want l'(..'-parenting, those patients who desire to recreate sado-masochistic
relationships, and those p<lticnts who choose to find relief
in huning others, from those who will do the hard work
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required to heal pathological srructures.
Therapist precautions with patients who have characteristics associated with \~c(imizing I.herapists might include
careful note-taking to document patient difficuhies, videoor audio-taping sessions, perhaps never seeing a particular
patient alone in the office. or having a window in the office
door. Consultation, even repeated reconsultation, can be
of significant benefit. In Cutheil's words, "In addition to
providing valuable input and perspective, such consultation
opens the case up and avoids the dangerous insularityofthe
lrcaullcntdyad ... the illusion afthe magic bubble~ (Cutheii,
1989, p. 598).
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